DESIDOC (publisher of *Defence Science Journal*) on the behalf of all DRDO labs of Life Sciences cluster has taken an initiative of publishing a Defence Life Science Journal to cater to the needs of scientists/researcher/academicians of Life Sciences, Bio-medical Sciences.

The Defence Life Science Journal will publish progresses in the field of defence/military life support systems, encompassing molecular biology, biophysics, biochemistry, enzymology, psychology, physiology, biotechnology, pharmacology and toxicology (animals, plants, microbial and viral cells), and related areas like bio-medicine, bio-engineering, bio-electronics, and related fields.

To meet with the high quality International standards of content, and best practices, the research articles submitted will follow peer-review from the angle of originality, ethics, and ability to demonstrate clinical results.

Journal will publish only the original and authentic researches from the reputed life sciences research institutions/academia in India and abroad.

Inaugural issue will be published in April-May 2016.

For details please visit [http://publications.drdo.gov.in/ojs/index.php/dlsj](http://publications.drdo.gov.in/ojs/index.php/dlsj) and for queries may please write email at dlsj@desidoc.drdo.in contact at 011-2390 2465/64.
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